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Row Ontario COVID-19 Member Club Town Hall – July 15  
 
Agenda 

1. Update on Row Ontario Events  
2. Provincial Legislation and RCA Regulation 
3. Schedule of Future Town Halls 
4. Questions and Answers  

 
Update on Row Ontario Events  

- The Row Ontario Championships and Row Ontario Masters Championships have been 
cancelled. They were previously postponed in April 

- The 2020 RowOn Coaching and Training Conference has been cancelled. The launch of this 
conference in a partnership with AMP Rowing has been deferred until 2021. A virtual coaching 
education option is being looked at for 2020. More info will be distributed at a later date. 

- The Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, which was set to take place at the 2020 Conference has 
been cancelled. The nomination process, which was launched in early June, will continue on as 
planned. Following the nomination process, which will conclude on Friday, July 31, the Hall of 
Fame Selection Panel will determine the inaugural inductees in the first ever Row Ontario Hall 
of Fame Class. Row Ontario will announce the inductees once they are determined, and an in-
person Hall of Fame induction ceremony will be held to honour their tremendous 
accomplishments in 2021.  

- With the cancellation of the conference, the AGM will be held virtually for the first time. The 
AGM will take place on November 28 at 10am. More details on the AGM will be sent out to 
clubs at a later date. 

Provincial Legislation and RCA Regulation 
 
The bulk of the province is moving into Stage 3 on Friday July 17. Here’s a snapshot of what each Stage 
means for your club: 
 
Provincial Legislation: Stage 2 

- Gathering size maximum is 10 
- Individual sport training (coaching singles) 
- Recreational boating within social circle (any size boat) 
- Clubhouses only washrooms & first aid can be open 
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Provincial Legislation: Stage 3 

- Outside gathering size max is 100 (inside is 50) 
- Recreational programs and instruction can now happen (skill development) 
- Team Sports are permitted (Rowing larger boats) 
- Spectators permitted within distancing and gathering requirements. (# of Spectators separate 

from participants) 
- Clubhouse amenities can open broader with proper cleaning & maintained physical distancing 

RCA Sanctioning: What’s currently allowed?  

- Experienced Rowers Only 
- Singles 
- Doubles/pairs with consistent person (same social circle/household) 

RCA Sanctioning: Allowed as of July 20th 

- Learn to Row for singles 
- LTR in doubles/pairs with one rower who has experience 

RCA Sanctioning: What is Still to Come 

- Larger crew boats without limits 
- Competition 

Before progressing, each club’s Board of Directors has to assess their risk and make the final say on 
what activities will be permitted at the club. Each club has different space and resources to work with 
and each Director needs to be comfortable with the risks associated with the activities they are taking 
on. A reminder that fines can be assigned to individual participants, organizations and individual 
Directors. 
 
Future Member Club Town Halls  

- Town Halls will continue once per month. They will start with an update on the state of COVID-
19 at the beginning of each for the foreseeable future, and will continue with non-COVID-19 
related topics 

- They will take place on the third Wednesday of each month, starting on Wednesday, August 19. 
They will not be held in December, or in July and August (starting in 2021). So there will be 9 
per year. 

- Some sessions will be led by Row Ontario staff, others will be led by club leaders or other guest 
speakers.  

- Clubs are encouraged to send suggestions for topics they are interested in and would be of 
interest to other members of the rowing community to Greta Chase at info@rowontario.ca   
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Questions and Answers 
 
Question: Around group size, is Row Ontario saying we need to keep our group size at 10? We’ve 
heard different things about group sizes for businesses as opposed to social gatherings.  
 
Answer: If you are attending a rowing club or business it is not considered an organized event or social 
gathering so not limited, however anything organized with an invitation or specific time would need to 
meet gathering restrictions in your region. Currently in Stage 2 all gatherings are limited to 10 people. 
When you enter Stage 3, outdoor gatherings can be up to 100 and indoor 50 people as long as they can 
fit the space and maintain 2m distancing, Clubs will need to weigh the risk of having that many people 
at the club if they choose to expand numbers and ensure cleaning etc. is available to support the 
number of people there. 
 
Question: Will crew boats be allowed in Stage 3? 
 
Answer: Under provincial law, yes team sports including crew boats are allowed in Stage 3. However, 
RCA sanctioning is not linked to provincial stages and RCA has yet to sanction rowing in boats larger 
than pairs/doubles. RCA will move to that at some point yes, but there is no timeline on when they will 
be sanctioning larger boats.  
 
Question: Would appreciate an update from Lisa about team sports legislation. I doubt if the NHL will 
have 2 metre separation, does this mean we can have crew sports if we do our own insurance? My 
understanding with regards to the team sports exemption of 2 metres - is it not because most team 
sports have incidental as opposed to prolonged contact? Rowing would not fall into that category 
would it?  In a quad for example you would have an hour of prolonged contact. If you could confirm or 
clarify that would be great. 
 
Answer: There’s two pieces, under legislation in Stage 3 if you’re in larger boat it is a team sport 
without contact (proximity is allowed under the law) so the two metres doesn’t apply as restrictions 
are being relaxed. However, RCA has not sanctioned crewing in larger boats yet. Major league sports 
like the NHL has had exemptions made from the Ontario government, these exemptions do not apply 
to rowing clubs.  
 
Question: Is there any guidance or resources you can provide on running a virtual AGM? 
 
Answer: Yes. If any clubs have questions about running a virtual AGM, please reach out to Lisa Roddie 
at lisa@rowontario.ca. Lisa has a lot of resources that would be able to help you.  Note there is a guide 
to running a virtual AGM on the COVID-19 page of the Row Ontario website under Resources. 
 
Question: Thanks for recently publishing the updated Row Ontario Strategic Plan. Is there more detail 
in the plan that was not published? As it is, it is only two pages and there are no hard targets.  
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Answer: Our plan was initially a four-year plan and due to COVID it was extended by the Board to a 
five-year plan. It is a two-page, high level document that covers our priorities and goals for the next 
five years. There is a much more detailed internal document with operational objectives and timelines 
per goal. Each staff will also have their own yearly working plan to help accomplish those objectives.   
 
Question: Our interpretation has always been that regardless of what RCA/RO says the final OK must 
come from the local public health agency. Please confirm this is the correct escalation.  
 
Answer: There are multiple authority figures you may need to receive permission from. Authorities 
such as bylaw officers and police (both land and marine units) are the ones who could potentially fine 
or otherwise enforce the laws. Health units can provide resources for the local guidelines and health 
related items. Local public health units have authority over day camp style programs but are not the 
body for enforcement for the provincial legislation. If you are unclear on regulations, make sure you 
are asking each authority the full question without leaving out any details so they have a complete 
picture and can advise you as such.  Lisa or Andrew can assist if you have specific questions you want 
further clarity as well. 
 
Question: Can we have people of different households in the same boat or does it depend on 
municipal governing bodies?  
 
Answer: In Stage 2, the government has indicated that it is permitted to have a social circle of up to 10 
people. You need to follow the guidelines for social circles ensuring everyone is only part of one social 
circle.  
 
For Stage 3 there are no restrictions for practicing team sports legally. However, RCA is currently only 
sanctioning rowing with a consistent person from your “bubble”. 
 
Question: To confirm, regardless of the changes to provincial legislation, we are still bound by the RCA 
rules currently... i.e singles, 2x/2-, LTR for singles or 2x with experienced person from social circle? 
including clubhouse closed except emergency/first aid?  
 
Answer: Both RCA sanctioning and provincial legislation need to give approval before you can proceed 
with any activities. In some cases, RCA sanctions activities before provincial law and in other cases law 
permits activities sooner, but both need to be in place before you can proceed. 
 
The RCA Tool does indicate that clubhouse usage is based on local legislation. In Stage 3 regions of 
Ontario, clubhouses can be open following the rules of the areas that are being used.  For example, erg 
areas would need to follow fitness center facility guidelines. As a reminder it is up to each Board to 
determine the risk involved for your organization and the ability to put actions in place to mitigate the 
risks. Organization boards have final say if they feel it is prudent to offer any permitted activity. 
 
Question: Can you clarify what is meant by ‘no more social circles in stage 3’? 
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Answer: Legally, there are no restrictions related to social circles in Stage 3 when it comes to team 
sports. Crewing in larger boats would fit the definition of team sports without contact in the legislation. 
Note that RCA still has not sanctioned this activity.  
 
Question: Can we mix up double partners?  
 
Answer: RCA in Return to Rowing #2 says rowers should be with consistent partner who is part of their 
social circle. RCA has used some different phrasing in various announcements, we will seek to get 
further clarity from RCA on what the sanctioning is limited to and share if there is any further flexibility.   


